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As part of its nationwide housing affordability challenge, Canada is facing a shortage of
suitable rental housing for students. Many post-secondary institutions in Canada offer on-
campus residency, however, it is often expensive and limited to first-year students, leaving
many students searching for housing elsewhere. Given the limited availability of affordable
rentals in cities and towns across the country, a greater supply of purpose-built student
accommodations (PBSA) is advised. 
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The Issue

PBSA could alleviate pressures on the private rental market

Most students need housing that is temporary and affordable, but students are competing
for the same scarce supply of rentals with low- and moderate-income households who need
secure and permanent homes. Purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA) that is designed
specifically to house students for the duration of their education would relieve pressure on
the urban rental market for other segments of the population, and provide students with
housing certainty and the ability to return for the next school year.  



Canada is falling behind in offering students dedicated housing 

PBSA supports student budgets and well-being, while simultaneously being
profitable for developers
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In the UK, 35% of students (domestic and international) are accommodated in student
housing. In the USA, student housing accommodates 40% of student enrollment.   By
comparison, only 12.5% of Canada’s students are housed in PBSA.   Shifting 40% of enrolled
students to student residences would be equivalent to 5% of the new supply (assuming three
students per unit) or 7.5% (two students per unit).  
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PBSA is cost-effective for students and profitable for developers, in that more individuals can
be housed per square foot compared to average developments, leading to lower rents per
student and greater stability than in the private rental market.  Office conversions could also
make sense for dormitory-style residences, when they might not be feasible for PBRs or
condos.  In addition, growing research indicates that communal student living results in
better academic performance and well-being.
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Research and Findings
Students account for a growing population of renters in Canada

In the 2019-2020 academic year, 2,183,973 students were enrolled in Canadian post-
secondary institutions. The number of international students within Canada grew over 10%
annually in the last decade.   Accommodating all international students in Canada by 2033 in
PBSA, assuming a more modest growth rate of 2% annually due to a challenging international
climate, would require roughly 1.8% of the projected new 5.8 million units dedicated to this
purpose in the private rental market.  Other studies indicate the growth rate could be even
higher, requiring over 8% of new housing supply.   These estimates do not even address the
housing needs of the broader student population, beyond international students. 
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Provide a fund for municipalities to build additional student residences across Canada.
(Federal)

Collaborate with colleges and universities to ensure that there is enough available and
attainable housing near campuses to support their enrollment plans. (Provincial)

Bonus developers to build an increased total amount of purpose-built rental by building
a minimum number of floors as student accommodation, following the best practices of
Dublin, Ireland and Austin, Texas. (Municipal)

Key Recommendations for Student Housing by the
Task Force for Housing and Climate
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Top recommendations in the National Task Force on Housing and Climate’s Blueprint for
More and Better Homes include:
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